Dear Friends & Colleagues,

Around the past few decades, there has been a discernible shift in the way scientific journals are published and distributed. Gone is the dependence on the print versions of maximum journals; the whole lot is now available on-line. Journals have also swelled, with highly regarded areas of research interest, such as genetics, immunohistochemistry and molecular markers. Increased competition for the publication of methodical research has led to an amplified emphasis on determining the apparent "excellence" or "rank" of a specific journal. After all, professors, like everyone else, want to publish credentials in journals where their effort is likely to have the highest impression.

The task of the journal will not revolution: We pursue to publish the best pragmatic work that bonds the interests of the group of people in oral Pathology. A great journal is acknowledged not only as one where writers choose to send their most exciting outcomes, but also as one offered to post graduates to demonstrate the varieties of important questions researchers should be probing. I am on the whole; intent on making sure that investigational study of all flavors discovers its outstanding domicile in the journal.

We as a team find ourselves able to best fit the most original and trivial mean and lean offerings without reducing our ability to publish articles that are time-consuming than the usual article. In the end, a decent article should be no longer than it needs to be. We are inviting reviewers to take a more active part in the review procedure, with our submission guidelines requiring more evidence from you, because you know your work best. It will be my and my team’s honor and source of pride to help you make that effort recognized by our distinguished audience.